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Abstract
In this paper we present a high capacity data hiding method for 3D meshes. The proposed method is blind and orders selected vertices from the 3D object’s mesh based on a pseudo random path. When a vertex is added to the path we embed a part of the message by displacing its location according to the location of another vertex called reference vertex. We solve the causality issue by removing certain vertices which would otherwise interfere with the path of selected vertices, during the message retrieval stage. Then we fill the resulting holes by remeshing. During the experiments, high bit capacity messages are embedded in several 3D objects. These messages are hidden under high levels of security while causing negligible surface distortions.

Introduction
3D objects are increasingly used in various areas of activity and their processing, analysis, compression, printing are continuously in the attention of research development. Adding securely meta-data to the 3D content is required in many applications. For example, it could be useful to add patient information to its 3D medical data, or product information in the case of CAD (computer-aided design) objects. Such operations have to be done with a significant security level because of the data sensitivity. Moreover, the method should be blind and in the detection stage we should not have any information about the cover media when retrieving the hidden data. Generally, data hiding aims to ensure a trade-off between capacity, imperceptibility, robustness and security. Imperceptibility has to be enforced in order to preserve the user experience. In the literature of data hiding in 3D meshes, most authors focus on watermarking for copyright purpose, where robustness is enforced in order to preserve the ownership of 3D models. However, such information embedding methods have low capacity embedding [1, 2, 3]. Security is defined in [4] as the challenge in finding the secret parameters of the embedding function based on the observation of watermarked data. High capacity data hiding methods aim to increase the payload capacity. While watermarking needs to be robust and secure, high capacity data hiding has to focus on its security. The security of data hiding methods must be assessed under the Kerckhoffs principle [5], which assumes that the algorithm is known by the attacker. In order to retrieve the embedded data, we should have good synchronization between vertex paths at the embedding and retrieval stages. A desynchronization can occur if the mesh is attacked or if the embedding modifies the order of the embedded vertices in the path. This paper proposes a blind and secure high capacity data hiding method. The security is ensured by a new vertex synchronization approach using random jumps on the surface of the 3D object mesh. Each vertex is either a carrier, or a reference or is not used for data hiding. In this work, we use an embedding method based on [6], which consists of quantifying vertex coordinates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section , we present an overview of the existing data hiding methods in 3D objects. The proposed method is introduced in the first section. In the second section, we provide the experimental results when hiding high capacity data into 3D objects. Finally, the last section concludes the paper and lists future objectives on how to continue this research.

High capacity data hiding in 3D graphics
When attempting to embed high capacity data in 3D models, we focus on the imperceptibility of the embedding while increasing the payload. Chao et al. [7] proposed an approach where 21 to 31 bits per vertex can be embedded in the 3D object. They order the vertices and embed the payload bits by displacing each vertex along x, y and z axes, after dividing the surface of the 3D object into regions. Their method produces nearly invisible distortion. Li et al. [8], have proposed a high capacity steganography method which preserves the surface of the 3D object. The algorithm proposed by Bogomjakov et al. [9] embeds a high capacity payload by changing the order of vertices in the object’s file. This method does not modify the 3D mesh, and the message is included into the object’s data file. However, this method is not robust to mesh file reshuffling. Gao et al. [10] proposed a semi-blind wa-
Watermark codes are inserted by modifying the length ratios extracted from a co-planar convex quadrilateral. As these length ratios are affine invariant, this method can withstand affine transformations. Multiple copies of the watermark are embedded, in order to be robust against cropping, which reduces the payload. The proposed data hiding method does not depend on the vertex connectivity, but only on their actual location. Fig. 1, gives an overview of the proposed method for embedding a message, which can be an image for example. The loop corresponds to the iterative process which includes both the synchronization and the the payload embedding step. For each pixel of a colour image considered for embedding, the proposed method selects a carrier vertex according to a pseudo randomly generated vertex and its corresponding reference vertex. Then, if the displacement is allowed, the method proceeds with embedding the next bit from the payload. Otherwise, if the displacement is not permitted due to the causality problem, we would delete the current carrier vertex. Finally, when the entire message is embedded, holes in the surface of the 3D object caused by removing vertices, are covered by using remeshing.

Steps of the proposed method are described in following sections. First, we define the synchronization approach. Then, we present the embedding process. After that, we explain how to deal with the causality problem in the proposed data hiding approach, while in the next section we explain how to extract the data. In the last section, we discuss the security aspects of the proposed 3D data hiding method.

**Synchronization**

Firstly, a random sequence of vertices is chosen for embedding information, based on a sequence of secret keys. The location of the first vertex is chosen using a user specific key. Then, for the following vertices, a series of spheres, each with their center located in a reference vertex and of random radius, are generated and then again a random location is chosen on each of these spheres. The location on the sphere is selected using the Marsaglia method [12]. This method generates uniformly distributed points on a sphere using random values obtained using a randomly generated secret key. Each sphere is centered on the chosen reference vertex. We use a random variable as the radius of each sphere. The radius depends on the longest distance on the mesh $D_{\text{max}}$, and is calculated as:

$$r_i = k \cdot D_{\text{max}}, k \in [0, 1].$$

Using a small $k$, we would obtain a predictable path by choosing the closest vertex at each step, which is not that secure. The proposed synchronization allows us to distribute the message on the entire mesh.

**Embedding**

In this Section, we propose to embed a part of the message using a pair of vertices each time, aiming to increase the capacity while ensuring a high security. The coordinates of each vertex $v_i$ are converted into spherical coordinates. A distance interval
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**Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed data hiding method.**
Δ is defined to bound the new location of each payload carrying vertex. In order to embed one byte per coordinate, the interval Δ is split into 256 subintervals. Thus three bytes per pixel, into each of the three spherical coordinates. The embedding is done at each stage of the path building, i.e. for each vertex, added to the path, we embed a part of the message. This process is iterative in order not to disturb a path that would have been built in previously. Due to the use of jumps, the distances between a vertex v and its predecessor f(v) can be relatively large.

We propose to use a vertex as a reference for embedding in the current vertex v and we denote it ref(v). The reference vertex is defined as the closest vertex to v which has not been previously selected in the path. This vertex is used for finding the new location v′ of v, as reference for the conversion into spherical coordinates. To insert the value n ∈ [0, 255], into one of the coordinates of vertex v/(c_1, c_2, c_3), we use the following mapping function:

\[ c'_i = \frac{c_i + n \Delta}{256}. \] (2)

We define three different labels for the vertices from the 3D object: carriers which are used to embed data, references, and vertices which are not used. A reference vertex can be used by several carrier vertices. The iterative embedding is illustrated in Fig. 2. The random vertex rd(vi) is used to find the vertex vi to be added to the path. Its predecessor in the path is denoted f(vi), which is the reference of the last placed vertex. The current vertex vi is displaced with a ratio from its distance to the reference vertex, ref(vi). By using reference vertices allows us to have low distortion and higher security. The data hiding capacity is not that much affected because the same vertex reference can be used for several information embedding vertices. Actually, according to our experimental results, we use the same reference for three carrier vertices in average.

The message length is limited by the capacity of the vertex which is three bytes, i.e. |m| ∈ [0, 2^24] allowing to embed a color image pixel. Moreover, the proposed methodology allows embedding data into objects with high density of vertices, thus significantly increasing the payload embedded into such objects.

**Solving the vertex causality problem in the embedding path**

When embedding data and slightly displacing vertices, we may affect the order of the previously chosen vertices from the selected path, i.e. the causality of the embedded strings of information. This is an important issue because in such situations we would not be able to retrieve the embedded information. One of the following situations may arise:

1. Current vertex v_i: should not be moved too far neither from its corresponding generated random value rd_i, nor from its reference ref(v_i).
2. Path: we have to ensure that the current vertex v_i should not have been already chosen at a previous step. This is the reason why all previously marked vertices as well as their reference vertices are labeled.

The path of chosen marked vertices must be the same for both embedding and retrieval stages of the data hiding procedure. We can choose to move all vertices, but that will cause a desynchronization and at the retrieval stage we would not be able to retrieve the embedded information. On the other hand, we can choose not to move certain vertices, which would interfere with the path of previously chosen payload vertices, and in this case the corresponding data to be embedded would be accounted as bit-loss at the retrieval stage. Such situations depend on the 3D model and on its vertex density distribution. Nevertheless, a small number of errors can significantly change the existing vertex path and thus the synchronization. Our strategy to overcome this, is to remove the vertex and fill the resulting hole. Generally, we can consider, in dense and large graphical objects, that the vertex neighborhood is a flat surface and thus removing a vertex does not introduce significant distortions. Then, we fill the hole left in the mesh, by splitting it into simple triangular faces, while reducing the surface error. In order to minimize the object surface distortion, the edges filling the hole are placed as close as possible to the location of removed vertices.

**Message extraction**

We should know the secret key in order to extract the correct message. The order of the vertices is retrieved by performing the same processing steps as in the embedding stage. Then, for each pair of carrier vertices and their reference vertices, we compute the spherical coordinates. Then, we extract the information from the vertices where it was embedded, as:

\[ x = 256(c_j - \frac{c'_i}{\Delta}). \] (3)

After firstly retrieving the message length, we extract the embedded information bit by bit from the succession of chosen vertices.

**Security analysis of the approach**

In this section we analyse the security of the proposed 3D model data hiding approach. Firstly, assuming the Kerckhoffs principle, the security relies on the secrecy of the key. The secret key is used as a seed for the random generation of the vertex path list. The security keys ensure that an attacker would not be able to retrieve the sequence of vertices in their embedding order. In fact, there exists n! different paths. The spreading parameter, i.e.
Experimental results

Results are produced using a database of 3D meshes which have various shapes and sizes. For our experimentations, we use float representation i.e 32 bits per coordinate in order to have a huge capacity. The meshes of 3D objects are firstly normalized, in order to make the mean edge size equal to 1. Thus, the parameter $\Delta$ is set to $10^{-2}$ in equation (2), which is, experimentally, a good trade-off between the imperceptibility and the data capacity to be embedded into each vertex. We use random seeding for the Marsaglia algorithm [12]. Fig. 3 illustrates the position of the random vertices, represented as coloured circles, around the mesh of the 3D object named “Alien”. In the following we embed colour images into the 3D object because we can embed 3 bytes into each selected vertex from the 3D mesh. Images are two dimensional, so we have to embed the height and the width of the image in the first two vertices of the path.

In order to select securely vertices where we hide data, we generate a sequence of spheres. The radius of such spheres is chosen as a randomly generated number from a uniform distribution. In the plot from Fig. 4 we analyze the impact of the radius length $k$ in equation (1), reduces the number of different path as function of his range. Nonetheless, the number of combination has a very high computational cost. Moreover, an attacker could not properly classify the vertices as either carrier, reference or not-used vertex. We assume different attack scenarios such as those proposed by Perez-Freire and Perez-Gonzalez [4]: known message attack (KMA), constant message attack (CMA) and watermark only attack (WOA). The attacker, when having the original object, can attempt to do a quantization attack. However, in order to find the hidden message, it would have to know the order of the displaced vertices. If the attacker would know the vertices which are displaced he can guess their reference vertices by finding their nearest neighbor. Then he can do a quantization attack to find the value embedded into each vertex. The difficulty consists of synchronizing the values extracted. Nonetheless, in the most relevant security breach scenario, defined by WOA, an attacker cannot actually find where the message is embedded.

![Random vertices](image3.png)

Figure 3: Positions of random vertices, represented as coloured circles, generated for the Alien mesh with 7401 vertices.

![Example mesh](image5.png)

Figure 5: a) Original mesh with 100759 vertices, b) Embedded image $224 \times 224$ pixels: 1204224 bits.

Figure 4: The average of the standardized percentage of deleted vertices depending on the radius of generated spheres, calculated as the percentage of the maximal distance of the mesh, $D_{\text{max}}$.

We provide an example when embedding the colour image “Baboon” shown in Fig. 5.b into the mesh of the graphical object “Venus”, shown in Fig. 5.a. For our experiments, we set the size of the message to be half of all vertices from the graphical object. For this example the capacity is 11.95 bits per vertex, but 15637 vertices are not used and there are 0.69 references per vertex in average. To reach the optimal capacity of the mesh, we can embed a message as long as we have unused carrier vertices.

Fig. 6, presents the result when embedding a message in the mesh of Dinopet object. In Fig. 6.a, we show the original Dinopet mesh while the watermarked object is provided in Fig. 6.b. We can see that the deleted vertices lie mostly in the regular meshed

$k$ in equation (1), reduces the number of different path as function of his range. Nevertheless, the number of combination has a very high computational cost. Moreover, an attacker could not properly classify the vertices as either carrier, reference or not-used vertex. We assume different attack scenarios such as those proposed by Perez-Freire and Perez-Gonzalez [4]: known message attack (KMA), constant message attack (CMA) and watermark only attack (WOA). The attacker, when having the original object, can attempt to do a quantization attack. However, in order to find the hidden message, it would have to know the order of the displaced vertices. If the attacker would know the vertices which are displaced he can guess their reference vertices by finding their nearest neighbor. Then he can do a quantization attack to find the value embedded into each vertex. The difficulty consists of synchronizing the values extracted. Nonetheless, in the most relevant security breach scenario, defined by WOA, an attacker cannot actually find where the message is embedded.
Figure 6: a) Original mesh with 4500 vertices, b) Watermarked mesh with 4493 vertices, in blue: the carrier vertices, in green: reference vertices, in red: holes corresponding to removed vertices which are then remeshed and in grey: unchanged vertices.

areas of the object. The mesh is relatively small, so the filling of the holes resulted from the removal of vertices is sometimes visible and does not always look natural. However, on larger and not so regular meshes, the filling is almost imperceptible. It can be seen from the watermarked 3D model of the horse from Fig. 7.a, that following the filling of holes, the resulting distortions are imperceptible. Moreover, in the details of the mesh surface from Fig. 7.b, we notice that the filling is smooth and does not distort the surface.

In order to evaluate the proposed data hiding algorithm we use two quality assessment metrics representing the Hausdorff distance, and the MSDM2 distance [13]. Contrary to the Hausdorff distance, the MSDM2 distance is more correlated with human perception and its value is between 0 and 1, where 0 is for no distortion while a value close to 1 represents a high distortion. Table 1 presents the distortion results on several meshes. We do not consider meshes with large flat regular areas, because the proposed method could introduce distortions in such objects. However, the meshes of such graphical objects can be used for data hiding after undergoing mesh simplification operations.

In Table 1, we provide the results when hiding data into a set of ten 3D objects, each characterized by a variety of shape properties. The Hausdorff distance seems to correlate with the object shape and its size. For example in small meshes with many curvatures, like the mesh of “Dinopet” object, deleting a vertex implies the flattening of the surface. When embedding data into the mesh of “Casting” object we have many deleted vertices because of the regularity usually found in CAD objects. It has low distortions, because of having rather flat areas, and removing a vertex has almost no effect. Contrary, deleting a vertex on a edge of this kind of object, could produce visual distortions, which is shown by the MSDM2 score. Generally, these results show that the visual human perception of the distortions resulting from remeshing holes of removed vertices, following data hiding into 3D objects, is not that significant, according to MSMD2 measure.

While other high capacity methods do not provide security, the proposed scheme has, in addition, a huge capacity and low distortions. We compare the proposed method with high capacity methods [7, 10, 11] in terms of capacity, Hausdorff distance and PSNR1 [7]. The PSNR1 is defined as: $20 \log_{10}\left(\frac{d_{\text{max}}}{\text{RMSE}}\right)$, where $d_{\text{max}}$ is the diagonal length of the object bounding box and $\text{RMSE}$ is the root mean square error. Results obtained on the mesh of “Bunny” object are presented in Table 2. We choose $\Delta = 1.10^{-4}$ because it is a good trade-off and its impact has been studied in [11]. Empty cells correspond to results which are not given by authors.

We can see that our method produces more distortions than other methods because of the deleting of vertices. Nevertheless, distortions are still low and perceptual metric assesses that they are not visible when information is embedded into large meshes. The proposed method provides better security than others while embedding large data.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new high capacity data hiding for 3D objects, using only their vertex location and not their connectivity. Vertices which produce path causality problems are removed from the mesh, assuming that this would not cause sig-
significant shape distortions. This method offers data embedding capacity of around 12 bits per vertex, while producing very low distortion. The proposed data hiding method provides an increased security due to the use of a secret key, used for choosing the initial vertex, the hopping sphere radius and the location on this sphere. Some vertices from the 3D model are used as references. Few vertices, which interfere with the causality of the selected vertices path, are removed from the surface of the 3D object. The resulting holes in the 3D shape are filled in by remeshing. In the future we will study better methods for developing new secure ways of selecting vertex sequences for data hiding while minimizing the resulting surface errors.
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